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RMC Debate Team returns from Ireland

BILLINGS, Feb. 7, 2014 – The RMC Debate team returned from a successful trip to Dublin, Ireland. Three teams from RMC competed at historic Trinity College with debate teams from all over Europe. France, England, Ireland, Holland, Germany, Austria, and the U.S. were all represented at the prestigious Trinity IV tournament.

The Trinity IV tournament is held in the Graduates Memorial Building in the center of the beautiful Trinity College campus. The building was constructed in 1900, but the debate societies at Trinity College date back to the early 1700s with famous alums that include Bram Stroker, Oscar Wilde, Samuel Beckett, James Joyce, and Edmund Burke. RMC was represented in these historic debate societies that are still part of the active issue discussion on the Trinity campus today.

Senior RMC team of Daniel Parod and Tورyn Rogers represented RMC in the historic Kingsmail/Moore Invitational before the tournament began. They competed against representatives from Cambridge, Oxford, Trinity, University College, and six other Irish and English institutions during the tournament and finished with a winning record.

Teams of senior Trent Dugger and junior Holly Todd, and freshman Molly Davis and David Fejeran joined the tournament on Friday in competition with over 90 teams from 8 countries. RMC was a part of a historic and competitive tournament that continues to represent controversial yet open discourse on a respected college campus.

The RMC Debate Team will travel the full debate squad to Denver University for national tournament in March and then it is off to the U.S. National tournament at Purdue University in April.
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